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Accounting practice
gains anywhere,
anytime data-driven
insights.
Sage enables Abound Business Solutions
to eliminate manual tasks and deliver
business advice

Abound Business Solutions is a Melbourne-based
accounting practice that provides accounting, taxation,
and business advisory services. Established in 1995,
Abound has grown to a team of 25 accounting
professionals, servicing a client base of primarily small to
medium-sized businesses, as well as large private companies.
Key outcomes:
• Gained real-time insights into client’s businesses, from anywhere, at any time
• Provides business advice to clients with uniform dashboards and reports
• Eliminated manual data entry with automatic reports
• Saved significant time by simplifying internal practice reporting
• Simplified client interactions with client app integrated with Sage solutions.

Company
Abound Business Solutions
Location
Melbourne
Industry
Accounting
Solution
Sage HandiSoft, Data Hub
For more info, visit:
sage.com
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“Data Hub has enabled our practice to find time savings and
efficiencies. We can get real-time data and insight into a client’s
business, from anywhere in the world.”
Adam Adamidis, Partner, Abound Business Solutions
Struggling to gain timely and accurate data-driven insights
Abound was looking for a more efficient way to gain insights into its practice and clients’
businesses. Partner of Abound, Adam Adamidis, says the practice was being held back
by an inflexible, outdated system which required significant manual processes.
“We had a problem getting accurate and reliable data. We were spending thousands on
external consultants without getting the result we really required. And we were unable
to make business decisions in an effective or timely manner,” says Mr Adamidis.
“I spent a lot of time setting up our internal weekly reports. The system our consultants
had set up was very inflexible. It didn’t allow us to get monthly reports unless the week
ended on the end of the month. We also couldn’t cut the data the way we wanted.”
Abound also needed to streamline the way it provided clients
with real-time insights about their businesses.
“Another issue we faced was providing our business clients with dashboards
or high-level advisory services. We were unable to get a uniform system
that would provide each client with the same set of data.”
Enhancing business intelligence with Data Hub
As a Sage HandiSoft customer for over 20 years, Abound chose to implement Data
Hub – a cloud-based data management and analytics platform designed for accounting
practices that seamlessly connects to Sage HandiSoft and other data sources.
Accessible anywhere, on any device, Data Hub makes it simple for accountants
to collect, manage, and interpret practice and client data, to help them
make faster, more informed decisions and save valuable time.
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“Sage HandiSoft and Data Hub has enabled us to take a client’s
internal accounting file and push out a set of accounts to a tax
return in a matter of clicks.”
Adam Adamidis, Partner, Abound Business Solutions
“Data Hub has enabled our practice to find time savings and efficiencies, while
integrating with the major accounting packages. We can get real-time data and
insight into a client’s business, from anywhere in the world,” says Mr Adamidis.
Eliminating manual processes with streamlined internal reporting
“Data Hub has been excellent in helping us simplify our
internal practice reporting,” says Mr Adamidis.
“We can now control our data and cut it however we like. We’re no
longer reliant on external parties to do that for us.”
“With our previous system, our practice manager wasn’t able to run a report detailing
the net cost per hour for our practice. With Data Hub, he can do it almost instantly.”
“I’ve saved a lot of time setting up weekly and monthly reports. Previously, it was a
manual process that required entering data into spreadsheets for our consultants.
Now, the reports are generated automatically, without any manual data entry.”
“We’re very happy that our staff can easily access their KPIs as well as their productivity
and utilisation reports, to see how they are tracking and performing to budget.”
Saving time with easy access to client data
“Sage HandiSoft and Data Hub has enabled us to take a client’s internal accounting file
and push out a set of accounts to a tax return in a matter of clicks,” says Mr Adamidis.
“Data Hub’s import function has been a massive time saver. It allows us to quickly
and easily import data directly from a client’s accounting solution.
“You can make adjustments to a client’s file and then bring that updated data straight
into Sage HandiSoft, without having to post journals or dump data into Excel.”
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“Sage HandiSoft along with Data Hub allows us to spend more
time advising clients and adding value to their businesses.”
Adam Adamidis, Partner, Abound Business Solutions
Enhancing business advisory services
“Sage HandiSoft along with Data Hub allows us to spend more time
advising clients and adding value to their businesses,” says Mr Adamidis.
“We can now send clients uniform dashboards and
reports detailing insights about their business.”
“What I’m most proud of is the new Abound client app, which
enables clients to book appointments, receive ATO correspondence,
and with the integration with Sage, allows them to sign tax
returns, financial statements, and various other documents.”
“I would 100% recommend Data Hub to other practices.
It offers so many cost and time savings.”
About Sage
Sage (FTSE: SGE) is the global market leader for technology that
helps businesses of all sizes manage everything from money to people
–whether they’re a start-up, scale-up or enterprise. We do this through
SageBusiness Cloud - the one and only business management solution
thatcustomers will ever need, comprising Accounting, Financials,
EnterpriseManagement, People & Payroll and Payments & Banking.
Our mission is to free business builders from the burden of admin, so
they can spend more time doing what they love – and we do that every
day for three million customers across 23 countries, through our 13000
colleagues and a network of accountants and partners. We are committed
to doing business the right way, and giving back to our communities
through Sage Foundation.
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